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Abstract--A generalized mass operator construction is developed from the Gederkin finite element method 
and used to compute problems with severe interned gradients as simple models for the frontal process. 
The generalized mass operator construction is compared with four-point upwind differencing of the 
advective terms. When combined with Crank-Nicolson time differencing both schemes provide optimal 
choices for generating accurate solutions with severe gradients, primarily by controlling dispersion errors. 
For very severe gradients the generalized mass operator construction produces more accurate solutions. 
• For severe internal gradients controlled by nonlinear advcction it is necessary to supplement the optimal 
mass operator scheme with a flux-based numerical dissipation incorporating an internal limiter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The computational prediction of meteorological fluid flows close to frontal activity [1] requires 
economical lgorithms that can reproduce severe gradients without excessive grid refinement and 
without the introduction of spurious oscillations. 
A related problem exists in computing shocks that are generated by the high-speed motion of 
compressible fluids. For many flow situations the dissipative mechanisms are such that the velocity 
profiles through the shock can be considered effectively discontinuous. Consequently, 
flux-corrected transport algorithms [2, 3] are available which can introduce selective numerical 
dissipation to eliminate dispersive ripples. 
However such algorithms, even with development [4], imply a significant computational 
overhead (factor of 2 or 3) to prevent spurious oscillations from occurring. The combination of 
the dissipative and anti-dissipative stage into a single algorithm with flux limiters controlling 
dispersive ripples has put the procedure on a proper mathematical basis [5], has improved the 
economy [6, 7] and allowed implicit algorithms [8] to be exploited. Yec [8] interprets the 
TVD-limited algorithms as a form of nonlinear numerical dissipation. 
When the local behaviour is such that the gradients are severe, but not effectively discontinuous, 
algorithms based on limiters are not obviously advantageous because they may not improve the 
quality of the local solution significantly while always carrying a computational cost. 
In this paper algorithms are constructed for computing embryonic unsteady flow problems with 
severe but not discontinuous gradients occurring. This is achieved, primarily, by controlling the 
dispersive behaviour. The introduction of simple dissipative limiters then provides additional 
control for very severe, highly nonlinear gradients. 
The main mechanisms for providing the control over the dispersion isvia a generalized Galerkin 
finite element formulation [9] which leads to very efficient generalized mass operator constructions. 
The primary dispersion control mechanism comes from the treatment of the time-dependent term. 
The mass operator discrete form can be combined very effectively with Crank-Nicolson (trapezoi- 
dal) time-marching algorithms (Section 2). Through approximate factorization algorithms [10] the 
advantage remain in multidimensions. 
To provide a basis for comparison, a four-point upwind representation f the advective operator 
is described in Section 3. The four-point upwind scheme can also be tuned to minimize dispersion. 
The dispersive and dissipative properties are explored in a general way in Section 4 and the optimal 
choice is applied to a linear advection problem with a severe internal gradient in Section 5. The 
extension to nonlinear advection with a severe gradient is considered in Section 6 where the role 
of dissipative limiters is also examined. 
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2. MASS OPERATOR CONSTRUCTION 
The development of discrete and semi-discrete forms of the governing equations in which mass 
operators appear explicitly will be illustrated in relation to the two-dimensional transport equation. 
For simplicity it will be assumed initially that the velocity components, u and v, are constant as 
are the diffusivities, gx and ay. The transport equation is written, 
t3TIt3t + ut3TIc?x + v3TIt3y - -  O~x~2T/~x 2 - -  ¢xyt~2T l~y 2 = O. (1) 
An approximate solution is introduced for T as in the finite element method, 
1 
T = ~, T~dp,(x,y) (2) 
i ff i l  
where ~b~(x, y) are two-dimensional Lagrange interpolating functions. Equation (2) is substituted 
into equation (l), the Galerkin weighted residual integral [9] is evaluated and the result can be 
written, 
Mx®M,~ +uM,®LxT +vM,®L,T -~xM,®Lx~T-~,Mx®L,T=O (3) 
where ® is the tensor product and ~"--dT/dt. The terms Mx and My are directional mass 
operators and defined by 
Mx= {1/6,(1 +rx)13, r~/6}, My= {ryl6,(1 +ry/3), 1/6} T. (4) 
The directional difference operators are given by 
Lx = { - 1, 0, 1}/2Ax, Lxx = {1, - (1 + rx), 1/r~}/Ax 2 
Ly = {1, 0, --  l} ' r /2Ay ,  Lyy = {llry, - (1 + l lr ,),  l } ' r /Ay  2 (5) 
where rx and ry are grid growth ratios, 
r x ~-  (x j+  I - -  x j ) / (x ]  - -  X j _ l )  , ry m (Yk+l --Yk)/(Y* --Y*-l) (6) 
SO that on a uniform grid rx = ry = 1. 
It is apparent that there is a term-by-term correspondence between the original equation (1) and 
the discretized equation (3). The source of this correspondence can be seen by considering a single 
term, aT/c3x, in equation (1). Application of the Galerkin finite element method to equation (1) 
includes the following contribution from c3T/c~x: 
I :~{~; fc l Jm(c3dA ic3x)dxdy}T, .  (7) 
where 2;, denotes the contributions from the elements adjacent o node m. The Lagrange 
interpolating functions, ~,,  can be written as the product of one-dimensional interpolating 
functions, 
~. = ~)~). (8) 
Consequently, the contributions to the integral in equation (7) can be split into directional 
components, 
I=~{~ 'd~)~lY)dyf~t;)(d~IX)/dx)dx}T~. (9) 
As a result it is convenient to introduce the following operators: 
u,,-- (l/,,y,_ i,:) E dy 
and 
(10) 
(11) 
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where it is assumed that the m th Galerkin node coincides with the global grid point (j, k), so that 
Ax/_l/2= xj-- x/_ I , Ayk_t/2= yk-- yk_l. (12) 
Thus the term aT/ax in equation (1) is discretized as My ® Ls T. On the global grid, this has the 
form 
My®LxT = (ry/6)[Tj+Lk+l -- Tj_ l.k+ 1]/2Ax + {(1 + ry)/3}[Tj+l, k -- T:_ Lk]/2AX 
+ (1/6)[Tj+Lk_,- T:_ ,,k_ d/2Ax. (13) 
Where second derivatives occur in the governing equation (1), application of integration by parts 
leads to the following definition of the operator Lss, at an interior point: 
L~x, = - (1/Axy_,/2) ~ fco*~,'/Ox)(ddp~x)/dx)dx. (14) 
Comparable definitions to those given in equations (10), (11) and (14) are available for Ms, Ly and 
L , ,  respectively. Mass operators and their influence on solution accuracy and stability are 
considered in Refs [10-12]. 
On a uniform grid there is a connection between the role of the mass operators and Pad6 
differencing. A fourth-order evaluation of c3T/c~x using Pad6 differencing is obtained by solving 
the tridiagonal system 
1/6(eT/ax)j_, + 2/3(aT/Ox)j + 1/6(eT/~x)j+, = (Ty+, - Tj_,)/2Ax (15) 
or 
Ms~T/~x = Lx T. (16) 
It may  be noted that here the mass operator is applied in the same direction as the derivative is 
taken. In contrast in the Galerkin finite element method, 
OT/cOx --, M ,® LxT  (17) 
and an explicit formula involving the transverse direction appears. However on a uniform grid, 
formula (17) is also a fourth-order accurate discretization. 
To obtain fourth-order accuracy in discretizing 02T/c~x 2 using the equivalent of formula (16) or 
(17), it is necessary to generalize the form of the mass operator to Mx = {6, 1 - 26, 6}. The choice 
6 = 1/12 gives fourth-order accuracy. 
This more general definition of the mass operator will be retained from now on, with 6 chosen 
to improve the solution accuracy in some sense. The performance of this generalized mass operator 
formulation for computing solutions with severe gradients can be assessed by considering the 
one-dimensional transport equation 
~T/~t + u~T/~x - -  o~02T/~x 2 = O. (18) 
Application of the Galerkin finite element formulation with a generalized mass operator formu- 
lation produces the following semi-discrete form: 
M~[c')T /Ot]: + uL~ Tj - otL~ T: = O. (19) 
With trapezoidal or Crank-Nicolson time differencing, this becomes 
Mx[(T; +~ - Tj)'/At] + (uLs - atLxs)[0.5(T; + T;+')] = 0 (20) 
where Mx-  {6, 1 -26 ,  6 } and Ls and Lsx are given by equations (5). 
It is clear that equation (20) is tridiagonal in T7 +~ and therefore the solution can be advanced 
in time very efficiently. This efficiency is retained in higher dimensions through the use of 
approximate factorization [10]. 
Avon Neumann stability analysis of equation (20) indicates that the algorithm is stable as long 
as 6 ~< 0.25. It may be noted that for u ~ 0 and u -- 0 in equation (20), the choice 6 = 1/6 will give 
a fourth-order spatial truncation error. If u ffi 0 and u # 0 in equation (20), the choice ~ ffi 1/12 
will give a fourth-order spatial truncation error. Thus, it is expected that the stability condition, 
6 ~< 0.25, will not be unduly restrictive. 
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3. FOUR-POINT  UPWIND SCHEME 
As an alternative to the Crank-Nicolson-mass operator (CN-MO) scheme (20), it is instructive 
to introduce a more accurate discretization of the advective term, uaT/ax, but to retain a 
three-point centred finite difference discretization for the diffusive term, ota2T/ax 2. Thus ,  with 
Crank-Nicolson time differencing, this alternative discretization of equation (18) is 
(T; +~ - T;)/At + (uL~)- ~Lxx)[O.5(T; + T~'+')] = 0 (21) 
where 
L~)Tj= (Tj+,- Tj_,)/2Ax + q(Tj_2- 3Tj_, + 3Tj- Tj+,)/3Ax 
= LxT j -  (qAxl3)Lxx(Tj- Tj_~). (22) 
In equation (22) q is a free parameter that can be chosen to enhance stability or improve 
accuracy. In the present application to problems with severe gradients q will be chosen to reduce 
dispersion errors. 
When the four-point upwind scheme is written as in equation (22) it is clear that it can be 
interpreted as a correction to the three-point centred ifferencing formula which introduces upwind 
displaced numerical diffusion and anti-diffusion. Specific choices for q embrace a number of 
alternative schemes. The choice q = 1.5 produces a three-point fully upwind scheme, i.e. the 
coefficient multiplying Tj+~ is zero. The choice q = 0.5 produces a third-order epresentation of 
aTlax, otherwise equation (22) is second-order accurate. The choice q = 0.375 reproduces the 
"quadratic" upwind scheme of Leonard [13]. 
Clearly the use of a four-point upwind representation for aT/ax with Crank-Nicolson time 
differencing leads to a quadridiagonal system of equations to be solved at every timestep. This 
requires a straighforward extension of the usual tridiagonal solver but leads to an 80% increase 
in the operation count to advance equation (21) at each timestep. A quadridiagonal solver is 
available in Ref. [14]. 
A van Neumann stability analysis of equation (21) indicates that the algorithm is stable as long 
as q >t - 3Ax/(uu). This is not a practical restriction since negative values of q are of no interest. 
4. D ISS IPATION AND DISPERSION 
An indication of the dissipative and dispersive nature of  the CN-MO scheme, equation (20), is 
provided by the modified equation approach [15]. That is, equation (20) is expanded as a Taylor 
series and all time derivatives are eliminated from the truncation error, using the Taylor series itself. 
Consequently, equation (20) is equivalent o 
aT~at + uaT/ax -- ota2T/ax 2+ uAx2[1/6 + C2/12 --  ~]a3T/ax  3 
-- ~tAx2[1/12 + C2/4 -- t~]a4T/ax 4 . . . .  0 (23) 
where C = uAt/Ax. Thus, formally equation (20) is second order. The choice 6 = 1/6 + C2/12 is 
seen to suppress the lowest-order dispersion term in the truncation error. If, in addition, C 2 < 0.5, 
the lowest-order dissipation term in the truncation error introduces positive dissipation. However, 
the optimal choice for 6 requires C ~< 1.0 for stability. 
The cell Reynolds number Rein = uAx/~t. Solutions to equation (18) that demonstrate severe 
gradients correspond to Re~u >> 1. In equation (23), ~Ax 2 = uAx3/Re~li. Thus, when Re~ll >> 1 and 
3 = 1/6 + C2/12, the algorithm (20) is third-order accurate. 
The modified equation form of equations (21) and (22) is 
aT~at + uaT /ax -- ota2T /ax  2 + uAx2[1/6(1 -- 2q) + C2/12]a3T /ax  3 
- (uAx3/Reo~ll)[(1 - 2 Re~,ll q)/12 + C2/4]a4T/t~X 4 . . . .  0. (24) 
Problems with severe gradients correspond to Reo,l~ > 1. In this case the dispersive term 
dominates the truncation error. But this term is eliminated by the choice q = 0.5 + 0.25C 2. For this 
choice and Re~ ~, 1, the lowest-order term in the truncation error is third-order accurate and 
introduces positive dissipation. 
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The modified equation approach is based on Taylor series expansions that assume small values 
of At and Ax. Consequently, the above choices for 6 in equation (23) and q in equation (24) to 
minimize dispersion and dissipation errors are only applicable to long-wavelength components of 
the solution. On a finite mesh the short-wavelength components cannot be accurately represented 
anyway, so the above choices for 6 and q are expected to be of practical value. 
To assess the short-wavelength behaviour of the above schemes it is necessary to introduce a
Fourier analysis, in the spirit of Ref. [16]. This is done for the propagation of an initial step profile 
in the next section. 
5. L INEAR ADVECTION PROBLEM 
As a direct test of algorithms (20) and (21) the propagation of a temperature front (Fig. 1) is 
considered. At t = 0 a sharp front is located at x = 0. For subsequent time the front convects to 
the right with speed u and its profile loses its sharpness under the influence of the thermal diffusivity, 
~c Consequently, for a given value of t, the larger the value Re~, = uAx/g, the sharper the profile 
of the front. 
The governing equation for this problem is equation (18). For sufficiently small values of time 
the following are suitable boundary conditions: 
T ( -  2, t) = 1.0, T(2, t) = 0.0. (25) 
An exact solution, by the separation-of-variables t chnique, is 
~r(x, t) = 0.5 - 2 ~ sin {(2k - 1)It(x - ut)/L} exp{-ct(Ek - 1)2n2t/L2}/(2k - 1). (26) 
nk=l  
The use of Fourier analysis allows a direct comparison of algorithms (20) and (21) with the exact 
solution (26). The initial conditions are represented by a Fourier series and explicit expressions are 
obtained from the discretized equations for the amplitude ratio, G", and the phase angle, t~", for 
each Fourier mode, 0,,. 
For the CN-MO scheme, equation (20), the following expressions are obtained: 
and 
{1 - (26 + s)(1 - cos 0")} z + {0.5 C sin 0m}27 ~/z 
Gm = {1 (26 - s)(1 - cos 0")} 2 + {0.5 C sin 0,}2_] (27) 
-- C sin 0"[1 -- 26(1 -- cos 0")] 
tan ~b" = [{1 - 26(1 - cos 0")) 2 - {0,5 C sin 0"} 2 - {s(1 - cos 0")) 2] (28) 
where s = ~tAt/Ax 2. The corresponding expressions for the exact solution are 
Gex," = exp[ -  CAx:/Re~,] and tan ~bcx," = tan[ -  CO"]. (29) 
For the Crank-Nicolson four-point upwind (CN-4PU) scheme, equation (21), the amplitude 
ratio, G", and phase angle, ~b", are 
I{1 - s*(1 - cos 0,,)} 2 + {0.5 C sin 0"(I + q[1 - cos 0"]/6)}211/2 
Gm m -.~ ~s*( l  ---- CO--'-S 0")} 2 + {0.5 C sin 0"(1 + q[1 : c-~os ~ l  (30) 
and 
- C sin 0"(1 + q[l - cos 0,.]/6) 
tan ~b" = [1 - {s*(1 - cos 0")}: - {0.5 C sin 0"(1 + q[1 - cos Ore]~6)} 2] (31) 
Tl°l I 
! 
- 2.0 0,0 x 2D 
Fig. 1. Initial conditions for a propagating temperature front. 
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Table I. Wavelength bchaviour for Re,~ffi  3.33, C ffi 1.0, Ax ~0.10 
Scheme 0, /~ ffi 0.05 0.25 0.50 0.75 I.O0 
CN-FDM G,/G~.m 0.996 0.858 0.619 0.389 0.251 
CN-MO Gm/G~,.,, 0.996 0.841 0.573 0.683 1.003 
CN-4PU G,/G~.m 0.996 0.827 0.438 0.216 0.231 
exact ~b~. m -9 .00  - 45.00 -90 .00  -- 135.00 - 180.00 
CN-FDM ~b m -8 .94  -39 .19  -56 .58  -49 .09  0.00 
CN-MO ~b,, -9 .00  -45 .37  - 100.21 - 164.20 - 180.00 
CN-4PU ~b,, -8 .96  -40 .65  -71 .29  -130.14 - 180.00 
Table 2. Wavelength behaviour for Re=n = 100, C ffi 1.0, Ax ffi 0.10 
Scheme 0m/~ = 0.05 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 
CN-FDM Gm/Ge~., 1.000 0.995 0.984 0.970 0.961 
CN-MO Gm/Gex.m 1.000 0.994 0.980 0.967 1.000 
CN-4PU Gm/Ge~.m 1.000 0.958 0.674 0.277 0.010 
exact ~b~. m - 9.00 - 45.00 - 90.00 - 135.00 - 180.00 
CN-FDM ~b,,, - 8.94 - 38.94 - 53.13 - 38.95 0.00 
CN-MO 0 ,  - 9.00 - 45.00 - 90.01 - 135.08 - 180.00 
CN-4PU 0 ,  -8 .96  -40 .27  -61 .30  -73 .14  -180.00 
where s* =s  +qC(1-cos0m)/3.  The amplitude ratio and phase angle variation with 0m for 
Reo~11 ffi3.33 and 100 are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, for the CN-MO scheme, equation 
(20), and CN-4PU scheme, equation (21). The Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme (CN-FDM) 
corresponds to 6 = 0 in equation (20). 
For Reoell = 3.33 (Table 1) the CN-FDM scheme is seen to show poor agreement with the exact 
phase angle particularly for short wavelengths, 0m-, 7r. By contrast, the CN-MO and CN-4PU 
schemes how good phase agreement, Both schemes tend to be rather dissipative at intermediate 
wavelengths (0m ~ lt/2) and the CN-4PU scheme is dissipative for shorter wavelengths as well. 
The numerical solutions, obtained by time-marching equations (20) and (21) are shown in Tables 
3 and 4. The CN-FDM scheme serves as a reference. This solution is oscillatory showing an 
overshoot railing the front which is particularly marked for Reoou ffi 100 (Table 4 and Fig. 2). The 
two low-dispersion schemes (20) and (21) are seen to be effective for Re=, = 3.33 in suppressing 
unphysical oscillations. 
For Reo~l ffi 100 the CN-MO scheme with 6 = 1/6+ C2/12 produces a sharp nonoscillatory 
temperature front. But the CN-4PU scheme produces a more spread out temperature front with 
a slightly oscillatory behaviour upwind and downwind of the front. In Fig. 2 grid-point values 
produced by the CN-MO scheme are plotted only where they differ from the exact solution. 
For R%,u = 100 (Table 2) the CN-FDM scheme is seen to maintain the amplitude for all 
wavelengths but introduces very significant phase errors for short wavelengths. This is consistent 
with the oscillatory temperature front solution shown in Fig. 2. The CN-4PU scheme shows some 
phase error for intermediate wavelengths but compensates for this by having significant attenuation 
Table 3. Temperature front solution at t = 1.00 for Re,,,] = 3.33, C = 1.00, u = 1.00, Ax ffi 0.10 and At =0.10  
r.m.s. 
0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 l.lO 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 error 
Exact 0.979 0.949 0.890 0.793 0.658 0.500 0.342 0.207 0.110 0.051 0.021 - -  
CN.FDM 1.016 0.981 0.894 0.760 0.601 0.443 0.306 0.200 0.123 0.073 0.041 0.018 
CN-4PU,  q ffi 0.75 0.979 0.947 0.887 0.788 0.653 0.497 0.342 0.212 0.117 0.056 0.023 0.002 
CN-MO,  6 ffi 0.25 0.972 0.950 0.883 0.795 0.660 0.504 0.343 0.206 0.109 0.052 0.022 0.002 
Table 4. Temperature front solution at t = 1.00 for Re~f f i  100, C ffi 1.00, u = 1.00, Ax •0.10 and At •0.10 
r.llLs. 
0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 error 
Exact 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.500 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 - -  
CN-FDM 1.217 1.253 1.093 0.825 0.553 0.335 0.187 0.098 0.048 0.022 0.010 0.113 
CN-4PU,  q ffi 0.75 1.010 1.050 1.056 0.958 0.741 0.466 0.223 0.065 -0 .007 -0 .024  -0 .018 0.059 
CN-MO,  6 ffi 0.25 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.954 0.501 0.045 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.013 
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of short wavelengths. The corresponding temperature front solution (Fig. 2) shows some oscillation 
and some smoothing out of the sharp temperature profile. The CN-MO scheme maintains 
the amplitude as well as the CN-FDM scheme, but also achieves excellent phase behaviour. 
Consequently, the sharp profile of the temperature front (Fig. 2) is not unexpected. 
Although the variable 6 CN-MO scheme and the variable q CN-4PU scheme are both effective 
in reducing dispersion errors, their influence arises from the discretization of different erms in the 
governing equation (18). The mass operator is associated with the time derivative, OT/Ot, whereas 
the four-point upwind differencing is associated with the advective term, u~T/Ox. 
6. NONL INEAR ADVECTION PROBLEMS 
For most real flows the advective term is nonlinear. To test schemes equivalent to equations (20) 
and (21), Burgers equation is considered: 
au/at + OF/Ox - va2u/ax 2= 0 (32) 
where F = 0.Su 2. To exploit Crank-Nicolson time differencing in an efficient manner it is necessary 
to linearize about the n th time level, i.e. 
F n+l ~ F" + unAu n+l (33) 
The mass operator form of equation (32), equivalent o equation (20), is 
n n+l  n n+l  Mx[AuT+l/At] = - 0.5L~[2F 7 + u~Auj ] + 0.5vL•[uj + u2 ] (34) 
where Mx =- {6, (1 - 26), 6 }. Equation (34) is a tridiagonal system of equations for Au "+ i, so that 
the solution at time level n + 1 follows directly as un+I= U"+ Au "+1. 
The choice of 6 in Section 4 to minimize dispersion is not expected to be so precise for equation 
(34) due to the nonlinear terms neglected. For severe gradients associated with large values of the 
cell Reynolds number, Re=, = uAx/v,  it may be necessary to add expficit numerical dissipation but 
limited to prevent excessive spurious oscillations from occurring. The limiting process requires a 
compromise between completely suppressing unphysical oscillations and retaining an economical 
algorithm. 
The numerical dissipation, v. O ZF/OxZ, is added to the r.h.s, of equation (32). When the equivalent 
of equation (34) is expressed as a linear system of equations for u "+ 1, it becomes 
[M x+O.5At{Lxu 7 vLxx . .+1 " 0,5AtvLxxu] (35) 
- - voL,~uj }]u j  = uj + 
n n+l  The dissipative term vaLxxuj uy is evaluated as 
v r . .+l 0.5 . . . .  +1 . .+1 . .+1~ (36) a"-'xxlAjUj L~X[{1- -~y+I /2}{Uj+I ' * j+I  - -UyUj  } - -{1- -~) - I /2}{U;U;  +1 ~m - -  --#dj__lUj__ I ~[. 
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In equation (36) ~b is the limiter; if ~b = 1, no numerical dissipation is introduced. If ~b = 0, sufficient 
numerical dissipation is included to convert LxF  into a two-point upwind scheme, (F j -  Fj_ i)/Ax. 
In so doing, oscillations are suppressed but the physical sharpness of the gradient is degraded. 
The form of the limiter used here follows that of Sweby [6] and Roe [7]. Successive gradients 
of u are compared by defining 
and 
and 
ry_ ~/2 = % - uj_  ~)/(uj_~ - u j _2 )  
r j+  112 = (U j+I  - -  Uj) I (u j  - -  Uj_ 1) (37) 
~b(r) = 1 if r >I 0.5 
=2r  i f0<~r ~<0.5 
= 0 i f  r < 0.  (38)  
The above formulation provides no external control over how much numerical dissipation is 
included. In obtaining solutions the r.h.s, of equation (36) is multiplied by a coefficient Ca. 
The algorithm defined by equations (35)-(38) is tested by applying it to a propagating sine wave 
problem [17]. That is, computational solutions of equation (32) are sought subject to the initial 
condition 
and boundary conditions 
Uo(X) = u(x, 0) = 0 for - 2 ~< x ~< - 1 
=sinTtx fo r - l~<x~<l  
=0 for 1 ~<x ~<2 
u( -  2, t) = u(2, t) = 0. 
For t sufficiently small, an exact solution can be written as 
(39) 
(40) 
where 
u= f~oo{(x-~)lt}exp{-G}d~ / f/ooexp{-G} d~ (41) 
To use equation (41) to provide the exact solution it is necessary to limit the time for a given 
value of v so that equation (41) is consistent with the boundary conditions (40). The exact solution 
for this problem at subsequent time is influenced by two factors. Firstly, points on the sine wave 
advect to the right with the local velocity. Thus the right leg of the sine wave gets progressively 
steeper. Secondly diffusion takes place, proportional to v, which introduces a general loss of 
amplitude. 
Solutions to equation (32), starting from the initial condition (39), are shown in Table 5 for 
v = 0.025. Based on Um~ = 1.0, this corresponds to Re=, = 4. If the CN-FDM scheme is taken as 
the reference it is clear that the optimal choice, 6 = 1/6 + C2/12, for the equivalent linear problem 
Table 5. Sine wave solution at t = 1.00 for v = 0.025, C ffi 1.00, Ax •0.10 and At •0.10 
X r.ln.s. 
Scheme ~ . ~  0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 error 
Exact 0.791 0.834 0.874 0.907 0.929 0.931 0.872 0.630 0.249 0.061 0.013 - -  
CN-FDM 0.795 0.840 0.880 0.914 0.948 0.967 0.858 0.560 0.249 0.081 0.022 0.014 
CN-MO, 6opt 0.790 0.833 0.873 0.905 0.930 0.933 0.893 0.630 0.260 0.061 &011 0.004 
CN-MO, c, = 0.12 0.790 0.834 0.872 0.906 0.928 0.931 0.885 0.640 0.262 0.061 0.011 0.004 
A generalized mass operator construction 
Table 6. Sine wave solution at t = 1.00 for v = 0.01, C = 1.00, Ax = 0.10 and At = 0.10 
r.in.s. 
0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0,90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 error 
39 
Exact 0.799 0.845 0.887 0,924 0.953 0.972 0.969 0,803 0.078 0.003 0.000 - -  
CN-FDM 0,804 0.849 0.898 0.928 0.938 1.066 1.029 0,556 0.135 0.017 0.002 0.045 
CN-MO, 6opt 0.806 0.833 0.903 0.895 0.993 0.910 1.070 0,736 0.089 -0.013 0,002 0.024 
CN-MO, ca = 0.20 0.798 0.846 0.882 0.928 0.950 0.969 0.973 0,788 0.105 -0.015 0,002 0.006 
is producing a significantly more accurate solution. This is mainly due to matching the severe 
gradient at x ~ 1.00 more accurately. The introduction of  additional numerical dissipation with 
an inbuilt limiter, equations (36)-(38), does not produce a significantly more accurate solution. The 
best choice, co = 0.12, was determined empirically, 
I f  the same problem is considered but with smaller physical dissipation, v = 0.01, the exact 
solution (Table 6) has a more severe gradient. For a grid size, Ax = 0.10, this case corresponds 
to Re~, = 10 when Um,x = 1.0. It is clear that both the CN-FDM scheme and the CN-MO scheme 
are producing oscillations olutions, with the CN-MO scheme being more accurate. However, the 
addition of  the limited numerical dissipation, equations (36)-(38), is seen to remove most of  the 
spurious oscillations without smearing the sharp front. It is expected that as the gradient becomes 
steeper the opt imum value of  co will approach unity. 
7. CONCLUSION 
For  flow problems with severe internal gradients, as occur in modelling frontal activity, 
controll ing dispersion errors provides an effective means of  obtaining accurate solutions. The 
extension of  the Galerkin finite element method to generalize the mass operators provide a 
mechanism for controll ing dispersion errors. For  the propagation of  a temperature front with small 
diffusivity the generalized mass operator construction is more effective, both more accurate and 
more economical, than the use of  an optimal four-point upwind scheme to represent the advective 
term. 
For  nonlinear advection problems it is found necessary to supplement the generalized mass 
operator construction with additional numerical dissipation containing an inbuilt limiter, to avoid 
contamination with spurious oscillations. The development of  effective, but economical, limiters 
is an important area of  future research. 
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